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 Transformations of a Graph Increasing its Laplacian Polynomial and
 Number of Spanning Trees
 A . K . K ELMANS
 Let  &  m n   denote the set of simple graphs with  n  vertices and  m  edges ,  t ( G ) the number of
 spanning trees of a graph  G ,  and  L ( l  ,  G ) the Laplacian polynomial of  G .  We give some
 operations  Q  on graphs such that if  G  P  &  m n   then  Q ( G )  P  &
 m
 n   and  L ( l  ,  G )  <  L ( l  ,  Q ( G )) for
 l  >  n .  Because of the relation  t ( K s  \ E ( G n ))  5  s
 s 2 n 2 2 L ( s ,  G n ) [5] ,  these operations also increase
 the number of spanning trees of the corresponding complement graphs :  t ( K s  \  E ( G ))  <
 t ( K s  \  E ( Q ( G )) .  The approach developed can be used to find some other graph operations
 with the same property .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 One of the important parameters of a graph is the number of its spanning trees . A
 natural problem arises to compare graphs by this parameter and to find the best ones in
 certain classes of graphs . Being of interest from a mathematical point of view , this
 problem also arises in some applications (for example , in network reliability and in
 experimental design) . Although the maximum spanning tree graph problem is dif ficult
 in general , it is possible to distinguish some classes of graphs for which the problem
 remains non-trivial and at the same time is not completely hopeless (see e . g ., [3 , 6 , 7 ,
 11 , 13]) .
 The first result to be mentioned in this respect is the well known matrix-tree theorem
 [2 ,  14] (see also [1 ,  4]) .
 Let  t ( G ) denote the number of spanning trees of  G .  Let  V  ( G )  5  h y  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y  n j .  Let
 L ( G )  5  h l i j j ,  where  2 l i j  is the number of edges connecting the vertices  y  i  and  y  j  in  G  if
 i  ?  j ,  and  l i i  is the degree of the vertex  y  i  in  G .  The matrix  L ( G ) is called the  Laplacian
 matrix  of  G .  Let  L x ( G ) denote the matrix obtained from  L ( G ) by deleting the row and
 the column of  L ( G ) corresponding to vertex  x  of  G .
 The classical matrix-tree theorem states the following .
 1 . 1 [2 ,  14] (see also [1 ,  4]) .  t ( G )  5  det( L x ( G ))  for e y  ery  y  ertex x of G .
 This small formula opens a world of possibilities .
 In [5] we introduced the  Laplacian polynomial L ( l  ,  G n )  5  det( l I n  2  L ( G n )) of a
 graph  G n . This polynomial has very interesting combinatorial properties (see , e . g .,
 [5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  13] ; see also [4]) . Because of these properties the Laplacian polynomial of a
 graph plays an important role in problems dealing with the comparison of graphs by
 their number of spanning trees . One of the important properties of the Laplacian
 polynomial of a graph is the following .
 1 . 2 [5] .  t ( K s  \  E ( G n ))  5  s s 2 n 2 2 L ( s ,  G n ) , where n is the number of  y  ertices of G n  , K s is
 the complete graph with s  y  ertices , and s  >  n .
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 The formula given in 1 . 2 has an interesting combinatorial interpretation . It can be
 read as an inclusion – exclusion formula for the number of spanning trees of the
 complement graph  K s  \  E ( G n ) [13] .
 This formula allowed us to develop an algebraic approach to the problem [5 ,  7 ,  13] .
 According to 1 . 2 , this approach suggests a formulation of the problem in terms of the
 complement graphs , and the comparison of these graphs by their ‘ability to destroy’ ,
 i . e . by the number of spanning trees that are destroyed in a complete graph when the
 edges of the complement graph are deleted from it . In view of 1 . 2 , this means that we
 should ‘compare’ graphs by their Laplacian polynomials . In [7 ,  8 ,  13] we gave various
 operations on graphs of certain types that preserve the sizes of the graphs and increase
 their number of spanning trees or , moreover , the Laplacian polynomials of their
 complements for certain semi-intervals of the polynomial argument .
 In this paper we develop an approach that provides some more graph operations of
 this kind . We use this approach to obtain some new graph ‘improving’ operations .
 The main results of this paper were reported to the Moscow Discrete Mathematics
 Seminar in 1980 (see also [12]) .
 2 .  M AIN N OTIONS , N OTATION  AND P RELIMINARIES
 All of the graphs that we shall consider have no loops and no parallel edges [1] . Let
 V  ( G )  and  E ( G ) be the set of vertices and the set of edges of a graph  G ,  respectively .
 Let  y  ( G )  5  u V  ( G ) u  and  e ( G )  5  u E ( G ) u .  We sometimes denote a graph with  n  vertices
 and  m  edges by  G n  ,  or  G
 m ,  and call the ordered pair ( n ,  m ) the size of  G .
 Let  d ( G ,  x ) denote the degree of a vertex  x  in  G  (i . e . the number of edges of  G
 incident to  x ) ,  and let  d m a x ( G ) denote the maximum vertex degree in  G .  Given
 g  5  ( u ,  y  )  P  E ( G ) ,  let  d  ( G ,  g )  5  d ( G ,  u )  1  d ( G ,  y  )  2  2 .  We call  d  ( G ,  g ) the  degree of
 an edge g  in  G .
 Let  F  and  H  be two graphs , and let  f  and  h  be vertices of  F  and  H ,  respectively . We
 need the following operations on graphs :
 (i)  G #   is the graph  complement to G ,  i . e .  G #  n  5  K n  \  E ( G n ) ;
 (ii)  F  <  H  is the graph  G  with  V  ( G )  5  V  ( F  )  <  V  ( H ) and  E ( G )  5  E ( F  )  <  E ( H ) ;
 (iii)  F  1  H  is the graph  F  <  H  in the case in which  F  and  H  are disjoint ;
 (iv)  F  3  H  is the graph obtained from  F  1  H  by adding all edges from  F  to  H ;
 (v)  Ff  +  hH  is the graph obtained from  F  1  H  by identifying the vertices  f  and  h ; and
 (vi)  Ff  2  hH  is the graph obtained from  F  1  H  by adding a new edge that links  f  and
 h .
 Sometimes we denote  Ff  +  hH  by  F y  H  to identify the only common vertex of  F  and  H
 with  y  .
 The following formulas play an important role in the theory of Laplacian
 polynomials of a graph .
 2 . 1 [5] (see also [4]) .  Let G , G 1  and G 2  be graphs with n , n 1  , and n 2  y  ertices ,
 respecti y  ely . Then ,
 L ( l  ,  G #  )  5  ( 2 1) n 2 1 L ( n  2  l  ,  G ) ,  (2 . 1)
 L ( l  ,  G 1  1  G 2 )  5  L ( l  ,  G 1 ) L ( l  ,  G 2 ) ,  (2 . 2)
 l L ( l  ,  G 1  3  G 2 )  5  ( l  2  n 1  2  n 2 ) L ( l  2  n 2  ,  G 1 ) L ( l  2  n 1  ,  G 2 ) .  (2 . 3)
 By 1 . 1 , it is easy to see that the relation 1 . 2 is a particular case of (2 . 1) .
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 3 .  G RAPH O PERATIONS I NCREASING  THE L APLACIAN P OLYNOMIAL
 Let  G  be a graph , and let  e  and  f  be two dif ferent edges of  G .  We wish to find some
 conditions on ( G ,  e ,  f ,  s ) that guarantee the inequality
 L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) .  (3 . 1)
 All such conditions found in this paper contain the following essential constraint on the
 degrees of the edges  e  and  f  in  G :
 d  ( G ,  e )  ,  d  ( G ,  f  ) .  (3 . 2)
 The situation in which  d  ( G ,  e )  5  d  ( G ,  f  ) requires another approach (see , e . g ., [7]) .
 Let [ H ,  h ] denote a pair , where  H  is a graph and  h  5  ( u ,  y  ) is an edge of  H .  As
 above ,  d  ( H ,  h )  5  d ( H ,  u )  1  d ( H ,  y  )  2  2 .  Put  k  ( s ,  d  )  5  s  / 2  2  d  / 4 and
 K ( l  ,  [ H ,  h ])  5  L ( l  ,  H  \  h ) / ( L ( l  ,  H  \  h )  2  L ( l  ,  H )) .
 3 . 1 .  Let h be an edge of a graph H . Then K ( s ,  [ H ,  h ]) / k  ( s ,  d  ( H ,  h ))  5  1  as s  5  `  .
 Moreo y  er :
 (a1)  K ( s ,  [ H ,  h ])  <  k  ( s ,  d  ( H ,  h ))  for e y  ery integer s  >  y  ( H ) ;
 (a2)  K ( s ,  [ H ,  h ])  >  k  ( s ,  d  ( H ,  h ))  1  f  ( s ,  [ H ,  h ]) c [ H ,  h ] / s , where c [ H ,  h ]  .  0  and
 f  ([ H ,  h ] ,  s )  5  1 as s  5  `  .
 P ROOF .  (using 1 . 2 , (2 . 15) in [13] and Corollary 3 . 1 in [9]) . By 1 . 2 ,
 t ( K s  \  E ( G n ))  5  s
 s 2 n 2 2 L ( s ,  G n )  (3 . 3)
 for every  s  >  y  ( G n )  5  n .  Let  y  ( H )  5  n  and  R s  5  K s  \  E ( H  \  h ) . Clearly ,  h  is an edge of
 R s .  Since  s  >  y  ( H )  5  n ,  we have , from 1 . 2 :
 s s 2 n 2 2 ( L ( s ,  H  \  h )  2  L ( s ,  H ))  5  t ( K s  \  E ( H  \  h ))  2  t ( K s  \  E ( H ))  5  t ( R s  ,  h ) ,  (3 . 4)
 where  t ( R s  ,  h ) is the number of spanning trees of the graph  R s  containing the edge  h .
 By Corollary 3 . 1 in [9] ,
 K ( s ,  [ H ,  h ])  5  t ( R s ) / t ( R s  ,  h )  <  ( d  ( R s  ,  h )  1  4) / 4 .  (3 . 5)
 Since  R s  5  K s  \  E ( H  \  h ) ,  it follows that
 d h ( R s )  5  2 s  2  d  ( H ,  h )  2  4 .  (3 . 6)
 Therefore (a1) follows from (3 . 5) and (3 . 6) .
 Let us now prove inequality (a2) . Consider the Laplacian polynomial
 L ( l  ,  H )  5  b 0 l
 n  2  b 1 l
 n 2 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  ( 2 1) i b i l
 n 2 i  1  ?  ?  ?  1  ( 2 1) n 2 1 b n 2 1 l  ,  (3 . 7)
 where  n  5  y  ( H ) and  b i  5  b i ( H ) .  Clearly ,
 L ( l  ,  H  \  h )  2  L ( l  ,  H )  5  D 1 [ H ,  h ] l
 n 2 1  2  ?  ?  ?  2  ( 2 1) i D i [ H ,  h ] l
 n 2 i  2  ?  ?  ?  2  ( 2 1) n 2 1 D n 2 1 l  ,
 (3 . 8)
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 where  D i [ H ,  h ]  5  b i ( H )  2  b i ( H  \  h ) .  From (3 . 7) and (3 . 8) , we obtain
 K ( l  ,  [ H ,  h ])  5  l  / 2 h 1  2  ( 2 a 1 l n  1  a 2 l n 2 2  1  ?  ?  ?  1  ( 2 1) i a i l n 2 i
 1  ?  ?  ?  2  ( 2 1) n 2 1 a n 2 1 ) / ( D 1 [ H ,  h ] l n 2 1  2  ?  ?  ?  2  ( 2 1) i D i [ H ,  h ] l n 2 i
 2  ?  ?  ?  2 ( 2 1) n 2 1 D n 2 1 [ H ,  h ] l ) j ,  (3 . 9)
 where  a i  5  2 b i 2 1 ( H  \  h )  2  D i ( H ,  h ) .  By (2 . 15) in [13] ,
 b i ( H )  5  2 m  and  b 2 ( H )  5  2 m
 2  2  m  2  g 2 ( H ) ,
 where  m  5  e ( H ) and  g 2 ( H )  5  o  h ( d ( H ,  x )) 2 :  x  P  V  ( H ) j .  Therefore
 b 1 ( H  \  h )  5  2( m  2  1)  and  b 2 ( H  \  h )  5  2( m  2  1)
 2  2  ( m  2  1)  2  g 2 ( H  \  h ) .
 It is easy to see that  e ( H )  5  e ( H  \  h )  1  1 and  g 2 ( H )  2  g 2 ( H  \  h )  5  2 d  ( H ,  h )  1  2 .  It
 follows that  D 1 [ H ,  h ]  5  2 and  D 2 ( H ,  h ]  5  4( m  2  1)  2  2 d  ( H ,  h ) .
 Hence  a 1  5  2 b 0 ( H  \  h )  2  D 1 ( H ,  h )  5  0 and  a 2  5  2 b 1 ( H  \  h )  2  D 2 ( H ,  h )  5  d  ( H ,  h ) .  Thus
 from (3 . 9) we obtain inequality (a2) .  h
 Let  9 ( s ,  d  ) denote the set of pairs [ W ,  w ] such that  K ( s ,  [ W ,  w ])  >  s  / 2  2  d  / 4 .  Let
 0 ( g  ,  d  )  be the set of pairs [ W ,  w ] satisfying the above inequality for every integer
 s  >  g  :  0 ( g  ,  d  )  5  !  h 9 ( s ,  d  ) :  s  >  g  j .  Clearly ,  0 ( g  1  1 ,  d  )  Ô  0 ( g  ,  d  ) and  0 ( g  ,  d  )  Ô
 0 ( g  ,  d  1  1) .
 3 . 2 .  Let G be a graph , and let e and f be dif ferent edges of G Suppose that :
 (h1)  [ G ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s ,  d  ) ;
 (h2)  d  ( G ,  e )  >  d ;  and
 (h3)  s is an integer , and s  >  y  ( G )  if G #  is connected , and s  .  y  ( G )  otherwise .
 Then ,
 L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) .  (3 . 10)
 P ROOF . (using 1 . 2 and 3 . 1(a1)) .  From (h3) it follows that  K s  \  E ( G ) is a connected
 graph . Therefore , by 1 . 2 ,  L ( s ,  G )  .  0 .  Then , clearly , (3 . 10) is equivalent to
 K ( s ,  [ G ,  e ])  <  K ( s ,  [ G ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 11)
 Since  s  >  y  ( G ) ,  we have , from 3 . 1(a1) ,
 K ( s ,  [ G ,  e ])  <  k  ( s ,  d  ( G ,  e )) .  (3 . 12)
 Since , by (h1) , [ G ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s ,  d  ) ,  we have
 k  ( s ,  d  )  <  K ( s ,  [ G ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 13)
 By (h2) ,  d  ( G ,  e )  >  d  .  Since  k  ( s ,  x )  <  k  ( s ,  y ) for  x  >  y ,  we have , from (3 . 13) ,
 k  ( s ,  d  ( G ,  e ))  <  K ( s ,  [ G ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 14)
 From (3 . 12) and (3 . 14) , we obtain (3 . 11) .  h
 Note that
 If  G #  is  disconnected  and  s  5  y  ( G ) ,  then  inequality  (3 . 10)  in  3 . 2  may  not  hold .
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 Here is another version of the above theorem .
 3 . 3 .  Let G be a graph , and let e and f be dif ferent edges of G . Suppose that :
 (h1)  [ G  \  e ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s ,  d  ) ;
 (h2)  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  d ;  and
 (h3)  s is an integer , and s  >  y  ( G )  if  G  \  e  \  f is connected , and s  .  y  ( G )  otherwise .
 Then ,
 L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) .  (3 . 15)
 P ROOF . (using 1 . 2 and 3 . 1(a1)) .  From (h3) it follows that  K s  \  E ( G  \  e  \  f  ) is a
 connected graph . Therefore , by 1 . 2 ,  L ( s ,  G  \  e  \  f  )  .  0 .  Then , clearly , (3 . 15) is equiva-
 lent to
 K ( s ,  [ G  \  f ,  e ])  <  K ( s ,  [ G  \  e ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 16)
 Since  s  >  y  ( G ) ,  we have , from 3 . 1(a1) ,
 K ( s ,  [ G  \  f ,  e ])  <  k  ( s ,  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )) .  (3 . 17)
 Since , by (h1) , [ G  \  e ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s ,  d  ) ,  we have
 k  ( s ,  d  )  <  K ( s ,  [ G  \  e ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 18)
 By (h2) ,  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  d .  Hence , by (3 . 18) ,
 k  ( s ,  d  ( G  \  f ,  e ))  <  K ( s ,  [ G ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 19)
 From (3 . 17) and (3 . 19) , we obtain (3 . 16) .  h
 If  G  \  e  is a disconnected grpah , then 3 . 2 can be modified as follows .
 3 . 4 .  Let e  P  E ( G ) , and let G  \  e be a disconnected graph , i .e . G  \  e  5  F  1  H , where
 both F and H ha y  e at least one  y  ertex . Let f  P  E ( F  ) . Suppose that :
 (h1)  [ F ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s ,  d  ) ;
 (h2)  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  d ;  and
 (h3)  s is an integer , and s  >  y  ( G ) .
 Then ,
 L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) .  (3 . 20)
 P ROOF . (using 1 . 2 , (2 . 2) and 3 . 1(a1)) .  Since  G  \  e  is disconnected and , by (h3) ,
 s  >  y  ( G ) ,  it follows that  K s  \  E ( G  \  e ) is connected . Therefore ,  K s  \  E ( G  \  e  \  f  ) is also
 connected , and so , by 1 . 2 ,  L ( s ,  G  \  e  \  f  )  .  0 .  Hence , clearly , (3 . 20) is equivalent to
 K ( s ,  [ G  \  f ,  e ])  <  K ( s ,  [ G  \  e ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 21)
 Since  s  >  y  ( G ) ,  we have , from 3 . 1(a1) ,
 K ( s ,  [ G  \  f ,  e ])  <  k  ( s ,  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )) .  (3 . 22)
 Since  G  \  e  5  F  1  H  and  f  P  E ( F  ) ,  we have  d  ( G  \  e ,  f  )  5  d  ( F ,  f  ) ,  and also , by (2 . 2) ,
 L ( s ,  G  \  e )  5  L ( s ,  F  ) L ( s ,  H )  and  L ( s ,  G  \  e  \  f  )  5  L ( s ,  F  \  f  ) L ( s ,  H ) .
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 Since  y  ( H )  ,  y  ( G ) ,  we obtain from (h3) that  y  ( H )  ,  s .  Therefore ,  K s  \  E ( H ) is
 connected , and so , by 1 . 2 ,  L ( s ,  H )  .  0 .  Hence
 K ( s ,  [ G  \  e ,  f  ])  5  K ( s ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 23)
 From (h1) it follows that
 k  ( s ,  d  )  <  K ( s ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 24)
 By (h2) ,  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  d .  Hence , from (3 . 23) and (3 . 24) ,
 k  ( s ,  d  ( G  \  f ,  e ))  <  K ( s ,  [ G  \  e ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 25)
 From (3 . 22) and (3 . 25) , we obtain (3 . 21) .  h
 R EMARK  TO 3 . 4 .  If  G  \  f  is disconnected , then (h3) in 3 . 4 can be replaced by the
 weaker condition : ( h 3  9 )  s  >  y  ( C ) , where C is the component of G  \  f containing e .
 If  G  is disconnected , and  e  and  f  are edges of dif ferent components , then the above
 theorem can be strengthened as follows .
 3 . 5 .  Let f  P  E ( F  )  and h  P  E ( H ) . Suppose that :
 (h1)  [ F ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s ,  d  ) ;
 (h2)  d  [ H ,  h )  >  d ;  and
 (h3)  s is an integer , and s  >  y  ( H ) .
 Then ,
 L ( s ,  F  1  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  ( F  \  f  )  1  H ) .  (3 . 26)
 P ROOF . (using 1 . 2 , (2 . 2) and 3 . 1(a1)) .  By (2 . 2) , inequality (3 . 26) is equivalent to
 K ( s ,  [ H ,  h ])  <  K ( s ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 27)
 Since  s  >  y  ( H ) ,  we have , from 3 . 1(a1) ,
 K ( s ,  [ H ,  h ])  <  k  ( s ,  d  ( H ,  h )) .  (3 . 28)
 Since , by (h1) , [ F ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s ,  d  ) ,  we have
 k  ( s ,  d  )  <  K ( s ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 29)
 By (h2) ,  d  ( H ,  h )  >  d  .  Hence ,
 k  ( s ,  d  ( H ,  h ))  <  K ( s ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 30)
 From (3 . 28) and (3 . 30) , we obtain (3 . 27) .  h
 Formula (2 . 3) of the Laplacian polynomial of the product of two graphs allows to
 prove the following ‘complement’ version of the above theorem .
 3 . 6 .  Let f  P  E ( F  )  and h  P  E ( H ) . Suppose that :
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 (h1)  [ F ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s  2  y  ( H ) ,  d  ) ;
 (h2)  d  ( H ,  h )  1  2 y  ( H )  >  d  1  2 y  ( F  ) ;  and
 (h3)  s is an integer , and s  >  y  ( F  )  1  y  ( H )  1  1 .
 Then ,
 L ( s ,  F  3  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  F  \  f  )  3  H )) .  (3 . 31)
 P ROOF . (using 1 . 2 , (2 . 3) and 3 . 1(a1)) .  By (h3) ,  s  >  y  ( F  )  1  y  ( H )  1  1 .  Therefore , by
 (2 . 3) , inequality (3 . 26) is equivalent to
 K ( s  2  y  ( F  ) ,  [ H ,  h ])  <  K ( s  2  y  ( H ) ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 32)
 Since , by (h3) ,  s  >  y  ( H ) ,  we have , from 3 . 1(a1) :
 K ( s  2  y  ( F  ) ,  [ H ,  h ])  <  k  ( s  2  y  ( F  ) ,  d  ( H ,  h )) .  (3 . 33)
 Since , by (h1) , [ F ,  f  ]  P  9 ( s  2  y  ( H ) ,  d  ) ,  we have
 k  ( s  2  y  ( F  ) ,  d  )  <  K ( s  2  y  ( H ) ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 34)
 By (h2) ,  d  ( H ,  h )  >  d  2  2( y  ( H )  2  y  ( F  )) .  Since  k  ( s ,  d  )  5  s  / 2  2  d  / 4 ,  we have , from
 (3 . 34) ,
 k  ( s  2  y  ( F  ) ,  d  ( H ,  h ))  <  K ( s  2  y  ( H ) ,  [ F ,  f  ]) .  (3 . 35)
 From (3 . 33) and (3 . 35) , we obtain (3 . 32) .  h
 Let  $ ( H ,  h ] denote the set of integers  d  for which there exists  k d  such that
 [ H ,  h ]  P  0 ( k d  ,  d  ) .  Put  d  [ H ,  h ]  5  min h t :  t  P  $ [ H ,  h ] j .  Let  G [ H ,  h ] denote the set of
 integers  k  such that [ H ,  h ]  P  0 ( k ,  d  [ H ,  h ]) .  Put  g  [ H ,  h ]  5  min h k :  k  P  G [ H ,  h ] j .
 From 3 . 1 it follows that :
 3 . 7 .  $ [ H ,  h ]  ?  [  and  d  ( H ,  h )  <  d  [ H ,  h ]  <  d  ( H ,  h )  1  1 .
 By using 3 . 7 , it is easy to prove the following versions of Theorems 3 . 2 – 3 . 6 .
 3 . 8 .  Let G be a graph , and let e and f be dif ferent edges of G . Suppose that :
 (h1)  d  ( G ,  e )  >  d  ( G ,  f  )  1  1 ;  and
 (h2)  s is an integer , and s  >  max h g  [ G ,  f  ] ,  y  ( G ) j  if G #  is connected , and s  .
 max h g  [ G ,  f  ] ,  y  ( G ) j otherwise .
 Then L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) .
 3 . 9 .  Let G be a graph , and let e and f be dif ferent edges of G . Suppose that :
 (h1)  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  d  ( G  \  e ,  f  )  1  1 ;  and
 (h2)  s is an integer , and s  >  max h g  [ G  \  e ,  f  ] ,  y  ( G ) j  if  G  \  e  \  f is connected ;  and
 s  .  max h g  [ G  \  e ,  f  ] ,  y  ( G ) j  otherwise .
 Then L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) .
 3 . 10 .  Let e  P  E ( G ) , and let G  \  e be a disconnected graph , i .e . G  \  e  5  F  1  H , where
 both F and H ha y  e at least one  y  ertex . Let f  P  E ( F  ) . Suppose that :
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 (h1)  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  d  ( F ,  f  )  1  1 ;  and
 (h2)  s is an integer , and s  >  max h g  [ F ,  f  ] ,  y  ( G ) j .
 Then L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) .
 3 . 11 .  Let f  P  E ( F  )  and h  P  E ( H ) . Suppose that :
 (h1)  d  ( H ,  h )  >  d  ( F ,  f  )  1  1 ;  and
 (h2)  s is an integer , and s  >  max h g  ( F ,  f  ) ,  y  ( H ) j .
 Then L ( s ,  F  1  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  ( F  \  f  )  1  H ) .
 3 . 12 .  Let f  P  E ( F  )  and h  P  E ( H ) . Suppose that :
 (h1)  d  ( H ,  h )  1  2 y  ( F  )  >  d  ( F ,  f  )  1  2 y  ( H )  1  1 ;  and
 (h2)  s is an integer , and s  >  y  ( H )  1  max h g  ( F ,  f  ) ,  y  ( F  )  1  1 j .
 Then L ( s ,  F  3  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  ( F  \  f  )  3  H ) .
 4 .  D ESCRIPTIONS  OF S OME I NFINITE S UBCLASSES  OF  0 ( s ,  d  )
 The above results give some suf ficient conditions for an edge exchange operation on
 graphs to ‘increase’ their Laplacian polynomials , and thereby to increase the number of
 spanning trees of the corresponding complement graphs . In order to apply these results
 we need to know whether and , moreover , when these conditions are satisfied ., In other
 words , we need descriptions of some classes of pairs [ W ,  w ] which are members of
 0  ( g  ,  d  )  for certian  g  and  d .
 From 3 . 7 , we know that :
 4 . 1 .  Let h  P  E ( H ) . Then there exists an integer c such that  [ H ,  h ]  P  0 ( c ,  d  ( H ,  h )  1  1) .
 Let  3  be a set of pairs [ H ,  h ] of the same  d  ( H ,  h ) ,  and put  d
 *
 ( 3 )  5  d  ( H ,  h ) .  Put
 d  ( 3 )  5  d
 *
 ( 3 )  1  1 .  We say that the class  3  is  g  - bounded  if there exists a number  c  such
 that  g  [ H ,  h ]  <  c  for every [ H ,  h ]  P  3  or , equivalently , if  3  Ô  0 ( c ,  d  ( 3 ) .  Clearly , if  3 1
 and  3 2 are  g  -bounded , then  3 1  <  3 2 is also  g  -bounded .
 Let  g  ( 3 ) denote the minimum integer  c  such that  3  Ô  0 ( c ,  d  ( 3 )) .  We call  g  ( 3 ) the
 g  - parameter  of  3 . Clearly , infinite  g  -bounded classes  3  and their  g  -parameters play an
 important role in our consideration . We have investigated various infinite classes of
 pairs [ W ,  w ] from this point of view , and found various  g  -bounded classes and their
 g  -parameters . Here we give some of these results . We shall use them in the next
 section to illustrated possible applications of graph operations described in the
 previoius section .
 Let  I  denote a path , and let  I n  and  I m  denote the path with  n  vertices and  m  edges ,
 respectively . Similarly let  O  denote a cycle , and let  O n  and  O m  denote the cycle with  n
 vertices and  m  edges , respectively . Note that the shapes of a path  I  and a cycle  O  are
 similar to those of the letters  I  and  O ,  respectively .
 Let  I n ( l )  5  L ( l  ,  I n ) and  O n ( l )  5  L ( l  ,  O n ) .  Let  I n *( l )  5  L x ( l  ,  I n ) and  O n *( l )  5
 L x ( l  ,  O n ) ,  where  x  is an arbitrary vertex in  O n  and an end-vertex of  I n  ,  and  L y  ( l  ,  G ) is
 the characteristic polynomial of the matrix  L y  ( G ) obtained from  L ( G ) by deleting the
 row and the column corresponding to the vertex  y   of  G .
 We need the following recursive formulas for  O n ( l ) , O n *( l ) , I n ( l ) and  I n *( l ) ,  and
 formulas describing relations between these polynomials .
 4 . 2 [5] .  I n *( l )  5  ( l  2  2) I * n 2 1 ( l )  2  I * n 2 2 ( l ) , where I 1 *  5  1 , I 2 *  5  l  2  1  and n  >  3 .
 4 . 3 [5] .  I n ( l )  5  ( l  2  1) I n *( l )  2  I * n 2 1 ( l ) .
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 4 . 4 [5] .  O n *( l )  5  (( l  2  2) O * n 2 1 ( l )  2  O * n 2 2 ( l ) , where O 1 *  5  1 , O 2 *  5  l  2  2  and n  >  3 .
 4 . 5 [5] .  O n ( l )  5  ( l  2  2) O n *( l )  2  2 O * n 2 1 ( l )  1  2( 2 1) n 2 1 , where n  >  3 .
 4 . 6 [7] .  I n ( l )  5  l O n *( l )  for n  >  1 .
 From 4 . 4 and 4 . 6 , we have :
 4 . 7 .  I n ( l )  5  (( l  2  2) I n 2 1 ( l )  2  I n 2 2 ( l ) , where I 1  5  l  ,  I 2  5  l ( l  2  2)  and n  >  3 .
 The statements listed below can be proved by using the above recursion relations
 and some formulas from [7] . The proofs use straightforward algebraic machinery , and
 will not be presented here .
 4 . 8 .  Let e be a non - end edge of a path I k  ( and so  d  ( I k ,  e )  5  2) . Then ,  d  [ I k ,  e ]  5  3  and
 g  [ I k ,  e ]  <  6 . Also ,  g  [ I 3 ,  e ]  5  3  and  g  [ I 4 ,  e ]  5  6 .
 4 . 9 .  Let e be an edge of O n  ( and so  d  ( O n ,  e )  5  2) . Then ,  d  [ O n ,  e ]  5  3  and
 g  [ O n ,  e ]  <  6 . Also ,  g  [ O 3 ,  e ]  5  g  [ O 4 ,  e ]  5  1  and  g  [ O 5 ,  e ]  5  4 .
 Let  Y  denote a graph obtained from three non-trivial disjoint paths  A , B  and  C  by
 identifying their end-vertices  a ,  b  and  c , respectively . The shape of a graph  Y  is similar
 to that of the letter  Y .  If  A  5  I k , B  5  I r  and  C  5  I t  are the paths of  k  >  1 , r  >  1 and  t  >  1
 edges , respectively , then we denote  Y  5  Y k ,r ,s .
 4 . 10 .  Let y be an edge of Y  5  Y k ,r ,s , and both end - y  ertices of y are of degree at least  2
 in Y . Then :
 (a1)  If y is incident to the  y  ertex of degree  3  in Y , then  d  [ Y ,  y ]  5  d  ( Y ,  y )  1  1  5  4  and
 g  [ Y ,  y ]  <  6 . Also ,  g  [ Y  1 , 1 , 2 ,  y ]  5  5 .
 (a2)  If y is not incident to the  y  ertex of degree  3  in Y , then  d  [ Y ,  y ]  5  d  ( Y ,  y )  1  1  5  3  and
 g  [ Y ,  y ]  <  9 . Also ,  g  [ Y  1 , 1 ,s ,  y ]  <  6  and  g  [ Y 1 , 1 , 3 ,  y ]  5  4 .
 Let  P  5  P k , s  denote the graph obtained from disjoint graphs  I k ,  k  >  1 ,  and  O s , s  >  3 ,
 by identifying an end-vertex of  I k  and a vertex of  O s .  Note that the shape of a graph  P
 is similar to that of the letter  P .
 4 . 11 .  Let p be an edge of P  5  P k , s ,  k  >  1 , and s  >  3 . Then :
 (a1)  If p is incident to the  y  ertex of degree  3  and does not belong to the cycle in P , then
 d  [ P ,  p ]  5  d  ( P ,  p )  1  1  5  4 and  g  [ P ,  p ]  <  6 . Also ,  g  [ P 2 , 3 ,  p ]  5  3 .
 (a2)  If p is incident to the  y  ertex of degree  3  and belongs to the cycle in P , then
 d  [ P ,  p ]  5  d  ( P ,  p )  1  1  5  4 and  g  [ P ,  p ]  <  7 . Also ,  g  [ P 1 , 3 ,  p ]  5  2 ,  g  [ P 2 , 3 ,  p ]  5  5 , and
 g  [ P 1 , 4 ,  p ]  5  7 .
 (a3)  If p is not incident to the  y  ertex of degree  3  and does not belong to the cycle in P ,
 then  d  [ P ,  p ]  5  d  ( P ,  p )  1  1  5  3  and  g  [ P ,  p ]  <  9 . Also ,  g  [ P k , 3 ,  p ]  <  6 .
 (a4)  If p is not incident to the  y  ertex of degree  3  and incident to the end - edge of P , then
 d  [ P ,  p ]  5  d  ( P ,  p )  1  1  5  3 and  g  [ P ,  p ]  <  6 .
 (a5)  If p is not incident to the  y  ertex of degree  3  and  y  elongs to the cycle in P , then
 d  [ P ,  p ]  5  d  ( P ,  p )  1  1  5  3 and  g  [ P ,  p ]  <  9 . Also ,  g  [ P k , 3 ,  p ]  5  5  for k  >  2 ,  g  [ P k , 3 ,  p ]  5  4 .
 A  star  is a connected graph with at least two edges in which all edges have a (the)
 common vertex . This vertex is the  center  of the star , and every other vertex is a  leaf  of
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 the star . Let  M  denote a graph obtained from a star with at least two edges by adding a
 new edge between two leaves of the star . Clearly ,  M  has at least three edges .
 4 . 12 .  Let f be an edge of M with both end - y  ertices of degree  2 ( and so  d  ( M ,  f  )  5  2) .
 Then  d  [ M ,  f  ]  5  3  and  g  [ M ,  p ]  5  y  ( M ) .
 The graph  K 2 of two vertices and one edge is a  tri y  ial star  and one of its vertices is
 the  center  of  K 2  .  Let  S n  be the star with  n  vertices ,  n  >  2 .  Let  T  k , r  be the graph
 obtained from two disjont stars  S k  and  S r  by adding a new edge between the centers of
 the stars . Let us denote this new edge by  c ,  and so  d  ( T  k , r ,  c )  5  k  1  r  2  2 .
 4 . 13 .  Let k  >  3  and r  >  3 . Then  d  [ T  k , r ,  c ]  5  k  1  r  2  1  and  g  [ T  k , r ,  c ]  5  (  p  1
 4 p 2  1  8 q ) / 4 , where p  5  ( k  2  r ) 2  1  3( k  1  r )  2  2  and q  5  ( k  1  r ) 2  2  ( k  1  r ) ( and so
 ( k  2  r ) 2 / 2  1  ( k  1  r )  2  1  ,  g  [ T  k , r ,  c ]  ,  k  2  r ) 2 / 2  1  3( k  1  r ) / 2  2  1) . In particular ,
 g  [ T  r , r ,  c ]  5  2 r  2  1 .
 It is known and it is easy to prove , by using (2 . 3) , that :
 4 . 14 [9] .  Let G  5  ( u  3  y  )  3  F , and let e  5  ( u ,  y  ) ( and so e  P  E ( G )) . Then
 K ( l  ,  [ G ,  e ]  5  ( l  2  y  ( F  )) / 2  5  l  / 2  2  d  ( G ,  e ) / 4 .
 From the above results of this section we see that :
 4 . 15 .  Let  3  be one of the classes of pairs  [ W ,  w ]  considered in  4 . 8 – 4 . 11 . Then  3  is a
 g  - bounded class . The classes in  4 . 12  and in  4 . 13  are not  g  - bounded .
 Some more results (including more general results) on infinite subclasses of  0  ( g  ,  d  )
 will be given in another paper .
 5 .  S OME A PPLICATIONS  OF  THE A BOVE G RAPH O PERATIONS
 In Section 3 we gave some suf ficient conditions for an edge exchange operation on
 graphs to increase their Laplacian polynomials . In Section 4 we described various
 situations in which these conditions are satisfied . Combining the results of these two
 sections leads to various results concerning the comparison of graphs by means of their
 Laplacian polynomials . If we match statements 3 . 2 – 3 . 5 in Section 3 with the statements
 in Section 4 we obtain a variety of special operations on graphs that preserve their sizes
 and increase their Laplacian polynomials . Here are some of these results .
 Let  HxI k  denote the graph obtained from disjoint graphs  H  and  I k  by identifying a
 vertex  x  of  H  and an end-vertex of  I k .
 5 . 1 .  Let k be an integer at least  3 . Suppose that x is a  y  ertex of degree at least  2  in H .
 Then L ( s ,  HxI k )  ,  L ( s ,  H  1  O k )  for e y  ery integer s  >  y  ( H )  1  k .
 P ROOF . (using 3 . 4 and 4 . 9) . Let  e  5  ( x ,  z ) be the edge of  I k  in  HxI k  incident to  x ,  and
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 let  y  and  z  be the end-vertices of the path  I k  \  x  in  HxI k .  Since  k  >  3 ,  the vertices  y  and
 z  are not adjacent in  HxI k .  Let  G  be obtained from  HxI k  by adding a new edge
 f  5  (  y ,  z ) .  Then  G  \  e  is a disconnected graph ; namely ,  G  \  e  5  F  1  H ,  where  F  5  O k
 and  f  P  E ( F  ) .  By 4 . 9 , [ F ,  f  ]  P  0 (6 ,  3) .  Since  d ( H ,  x )  >  2 ,  we have  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  3 .
 Clearly ,  y  ( G )  5  y  ( H )  1  k .  Thus all of the assumptions of 3 . 4 for ( s ,  [ G ,  e ,  f  ]) are
 satisfied . Therefore the required statement follows from 3 . 4 .  h
 From 5 . 1 we have in particular :
 5 . 2 .  Let k and r be integers . Then :
 (a1)  Let k  >  3  and r  >  3 . Then P k , r ( s )  ,  O k ( s ) O r ( s )  5  L ( s ,  O k  1  O r )  for e y  ery integer
 s  >  k  1  r .
 (a2)  Let t be integers , and k  >  1 , r  >  1  and t  >  3 . Then L ( s ,  Y k , r , t )  ,  L ( s ,  I k 1 r  1  O t )  for
 e y  ery integer s  >  k  1  r  1  t  1  1 .
 5 . 3 .  Let k and r be integers , k  >  1  and r  >  3 . Then P k , r ( s )  ,  O k 1 r ( s )  for e y  ery integer
 s  >  k  1  r .
 P ROOF . (using 3 . 4 and 4 . 9) .  Let  P  5  P k , r .  Since  k  >  1 ,  the graph  P  has a unique
 vertex of degree 1 , say  y ,  and a unique vertex of degree 3 , say  x .  Clearly ,  P  also has a
 unique cycle . Let  e  be an edge of the cycle incident to the vertex of degree 3 in  P ; say ,
 e  5  ( x ,  z ) .
 Let  G  be obtained from  P  by adding a new edge  f  5  (  y ,  z ) .  Then  G  \  e  5  O k 1 r  and
 f  P  E ( G  \  e ) .  By 4 . 9 , [ F ,  f  ]  P  0 (6 ,  3) .  Clearly ,  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  5  3 and  y  ( G )  5  k  1  r .  Thus all
 of the assumptions of 3 . 4 for ( s ,  [ G ,  e ,  f  ]) are satisfied . Therefore the required
 statement follows from 3 . 4 .  h
 5 . 4 .  Suppose that x is a  y  ertex of degree at least  2  in H . Let  y   be an inner  y  ertex of a
 path V , let z be an end - y  ertex of a path Z , and q be a  y  ertex of a cycle Q . Then :
 (a1)  L ( s ,  ( Hx  2  y  V  )  1  Z )  ,  L ( s ,  H  1  ( Zz  2  y  V  )) , and
 (a2)  L ( s ,  ( Hx  2  qQ )  1  Z )  ,  L ( s ,  H  1  ( Zz  2  qQ ))
 for e y  ery integer s  >  y  ( H  1  V  ) .
 P ROOF (using 3 . 4 , Remark to 3 . 4 , 4 . 10 and 4 . 11) .  Let us prove (a1) . Let  G  be
 obtained from ( Hx  2  y  V  )  1  Z  by adding a new edge  f  5  ( y  ,  z ) . Let e  5  ( x ,  y  ) .  Then
 G  \  e  is disconnected ; namely ,  G  \  e  5  F  1  H ,  where  F  5  Y  (see 4 . 10) . Since  y   is an
 inner vertex of  V ,  clearly  y   is a vertex of degree 3 in  Y ,  and so  f  is an edge of  Y
 incident to the vertex of degree 3 in  Y .  By 4 . 10 , [ F ,  f  ]  P  0 (6 ,  4) .  Since  d ( H ,  x )  >  2 ,  we
 have  d  ( G  \  f ,  e )  >  4 .  Clearly ,  G  \  f  is disconnected . Let  C  be the component of  G  \  f
 containing  e .  Then  y  ( H  1  V  )  >  y  ( C ) .  Hence the inequality  s  >  y  ( H  1  V  ) implies
 s  >  y  ( C ) .  Thus all assumptions of 3 . 4 and the Remark to 3 . 4 for ( s ,  [ G ,  e ,  f  ]) are
 satisfied . Therefore statement (a1) follows from 3 . 4 and the Remark to 3 . 4 . The proof
 of statement (a2) is similar and uses 4 . 11 instead of 4 . 10 .  h
 5 . 5 .  Let z be an end - y  ertex of a path Z . Let  y  ,  y  1  and  y  2  be inner  y  ertices of a path V ,
 and let  y  1  and  y  2  be distinct and non - adjacent . Put h  5  ( y  1  ,  y  2 ) , h 9  5  ( y  ,  z )  and
 H  5  V  1  Z . Then L ( s ,  H  <  h )  ,  L ( s ,  H  <  h 9 )  for e y  ery integer s  >  y  ( H ) .
 P ROOF .  The proof is similar to that of 5 . 3 and uses 3 . 4 and 4 . 10 .  h
 5 . 6 .  Let z be an end - y  ertex of a path Z . Let q ,  q 1  and q 2  be inner  y  ertices of a cycle
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 Q , and let q 1  and q 2  be distinct and non - adjacent . Put h  5  ( q 1  ,  q 2 ) , h 9  5  ( q ,  z ) , and
 H  5  Q  1  Z . Then L ( s ,  H  <  h )  ,  L ( s ,  H  <  h 9 )  for e y  ery integer s  >  y  ( H ) .
 P ROOF .  The proof is similar to that of 5 . 3 and uses 3 . 4 and 4 . 11 .  h
 5 . 7 .  Let f be an edge of F and h be an edge of H . Suppose that  d  ( H ,  h )  >  3 . Also
 suppose that F is either a path I or a cycle O . Then L ( s ,  F  1  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  ( F  \  f  )  1  H )
 for e y  ery s  >  max h y  ( H ) ,  6 j .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 5 , and from 4 . 8 and 4 . 9 .  h
 Let  + 3 denote the set of pairs [ F ,  f  ] with the property that [ F ,  f  ] is a member of one
 of the following classes :
 (p1)  F  5  Y  and  f  is an edge of  Y  not incident to the vertex of degree 3 in  Y ; and
 (p2)  F  5  P  and  f  is the edge of  P  not incident to the vertex of degree 3 in  P .
 5 . 8 .  Let f be an edge of F and h be an edge of H . Suppose that  d  ( H ,  h )  >  3 . Also
 suppose that  [ F ,  f  ]  P  + 3  . Then L ( s ,  F  1  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  ( F  \  f  )  1  H )  for e y  ery s  >
 max h g f  ( F  ) ,  y  ( H ) j , and in particular for s  >  max h y  ( H ) ,  9 j , and for s  >  y  ( F  )  1  y  ( H ) .
 P ROOF .  The statements corresponding to the cases (p1) and (p2) follow from 4 . 8
 and 4 . 11 , respectively , and from 3 . 5 .  h
 Let  + 4 denote the set of pairs [ F ,  f  ] with the property that [ F ,  f  ] is a member of one
 of the following classes :
 (p1)  F  5  Y  and  f  is an edge of  Y  that is incident to the vertex of degree 3 and is not an
 end-edge of  Y ; and
 (p2)  F  5  P  and  f  is the edge  P  that is incident to the vertex of degree 3 and is not the
 end-edge of  P .
 5 . 9 .  Let h be an edge of H , and f be an edge of F . Suppose that  d  ( H ,  h )  >  4 . Also
 suppose that  [ F ,  f  ]  P  + 4  . Then L ( s ,  F  1  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  ( F  \  f  )  1  H )  for e y  ery s  >
 max h g f  ( F  ) ,  y  ( H ) j , and in particular for s  >  max h y  ( H ) ,  7 j , and in particular for
 s  >  y  ( F  )  1  y  ( H ) .
 P ROOF .  The statements corresponding to the cases (p1) and (p2) follow from 4 . 10
 and 4 . 11 , respectively , and from 3 . 5 .  h
 5 . 10 .  Let h be an edge of H . Suppose that  d  ( H ,  h )  >  3 . Also suppose that f is an edge
 of M with both end - y  ertices of degree  2 ( see  4 . 12) . Then L ( s ,  M  1  ( H  \  h ))  >  L ( s ,  ( M  \
 f  )  1  H ) for e y  ery s  >  y  ( F  )  1  y  ( H ) .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 5 and 4 . 12 .  h
 5 . 11 .  Let F be either a path I or a cycle O , and let f be an edge of F . Let x and y be
 two non - adjacent  y  ertices of F , and if F  5  I then x is not an end  y  ertex of I and not an
 end - y  ertex of f . Let h  5  ( x ,  y ) . Then L ( s ,  F  )  >  L ( s ,  F  \  f  <  h )  for e y  ery s  >  y  ( F  ) .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 3 , and from 4 . 8 and 4 . 9 .  h
 5 . 12 .  Let F be either Y or P , and let f be an edge of F not incident to the  y  ertex of
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 degree  3 . Let x and y be two non - adjacent  y  ertices of F such that d ( G  \  f ,  x )  1  d ( G  \
 f ,  y )  >  3  ( i .e . one of x , y is not an end - y  ertex of F and not an end - y  ertex of f  ) . Let
 h  5  ( x ,  y ) . Then L ( s ,  F  )  >  L ( s ,  F  \  f  <  h )  for e y  ery s  .  max h y  ( F  ) ,  9 j . The same ine-
 quality holds for e y  ery s  >  max h y  ( F  ) ,  6 j  if F  5  P and either f is incident to the end - edge
 of P or the cycle of P is a triangle .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 3 , and from 4 . 10(a2) and 4 . 11(a3) – (a5) .  h
 5 . 13 .  Let F be either Y or P , and let f  5  ( u ,  y  )  be an edge of F which is incident to the
 y  ertex  y   of degree  3  and is not an end - edge of F . Let x and y be two non - adjacent
 y  ertices of F such that d x ( G  \  f  )  1  d y ( G  \  f  )  >  4 ( i .e . both x and y are not the end - y  ertex
 of F and are not the end  y  ertex u of f  ) . Let h  5  ( x ,  y ) . Then L ( s ,  F  )  >  L ( s ,  F  \  f  <  h )  for
 e y  ery s  >  y  ( F  )  if f does not belong to the cycle of F , and for s  >  max h y  ( F  ) ,  7 j  if f
 belongs to the cycle of F .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 3 , and from 4 . 10(a1) and 4 . 11(a1) and
 (a2) .  h
 5 . 14 .  Let x be a  y  ertex of degree at least  2  in H . Let f be an edge of F . Let
 G  5  Hx  2  yF , where y is the  y  ertex of degree  1  in F , and let e  5  ( x ,  y ) . Suppose that f is
 an edge of F with both end - y  ertices of degree at most  2 , and F is one of the graphs I , Y P
 and M . Then L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  )  for e y  ery s  >  max h y  ( G ) ,  9 j .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 4 and 4 . 8 – 4 . 12 .  h
 5 . 15 .  Let x be a  y  ertex of degree at least  2  in H . Let f be an edge of F . Let
 G  5  Hx  2  yF , where y is a  y  ertex of F of degree at least  2 , and let e  5  ( x ,  y ) . Suppose
 that f is an arbitrary edge of F , and F is one of the graphs I ,  O ,  Y ,  P and M . Then
 L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >  L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) for e y  ery s  >  max h y  ( G ) ,  9 j .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 4 and 4 . 8 – 4 . 12 .  h
 5 . 16 .  Let x be a  y  ertex of degree at least  3  in H . Let f be an edge of F . Let
 G  5  Hx  2  yF where y is an arbitrary  y  ertex of F , and let e  5  ( x ,  y ) . Suppose that F is one
 of the graphs I ,  O ,  Y and P ,  and f is an arbitrary edge of F . Then L ( s ,  G  \  e )  >
 L ( s ,  G  \  f  ) for e y  ery s  >  y  ( G ) .
 P ROOF .  The statement follows from 3 . 4 and 4 . 8 – 4 . 11 .  h
 Note that relation 1 . 2 between the number of spanning trees of a graph and the
 Laplacian polynomial of the complement graph allows us to formulate all of the results
 concerning the comparison of graphs by their Laplacian polynomials in terms of the
 numbers of spanning trees of the corresponding complement graphs . For example , 3 . 12
 can be reformulated as follows .
 5 . 17 .  Let f  P  E ( F  )  and h  P  E ( H ) . Let F ˜  5  F #  <  f . Suppose that :
 (h1)  d  ( F ,  f  )  1  2 y  ( F  )  >  d  ( H ,  h )  1  2 y  ( H )  1  1 ;  and
 (h2)  h g  ( F ˜  ,  f  )  <  y  ( F  )  1  1 .
 Then t ( K n  3  ( F  \  f  1  H ))  >  t ( K n  3  ( F  1  H  \  h ))  for e y  ery integer n .
 Combining 4 . 13 and 5 . 17 we obtain :
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 5 . 18 .  Let h  P  E ( H ) . Let F  5  ( K r 2 1  1  x )  3  ( K r 2 1  1  y )  and let f  5  ( x ,  y ) ( and so
 F ˜  5  T  r , r ) . Suppose that  d  ( H ,  h )  1  2 y  ( H )  <  6 r  2  3 . Then t ( K n  3  ( F  \  f  1  H ))  >  t ( K n  3
 ( F  1  H  \  h )) for e y  ery integer n .
 In particular :
 5 . 19 .  Let F  5  ( K r 2 1  1  x )  3  ( K r 2 1  1  y )  and let f  5  ( x ,  y ) ( and so F ˜  5  T  r , r ) . Suppose
 that  d  m a x ( H )  1  2 y  ( H )  <  6 r  2  3 ( or simply  y  ( H )  ,  2 r ) , where  d  m a x ( H )  5
 max h d  ( H ,  h ) :  h  P  E ( h ) j . Then t ( K n  3  ( F  \  f  1  H ))  >  t ( K n  3  ( F  1  H  \  h ))  for e y  ery h  P
 E ( H ) and for e y  ery integer n .
 Some of the results of this paper were used in [11] , where a complete description is
 given of those graphs of size ( n ,  m ) (i . e . with  n  vertices and  m  edges) that have the
 maximum number of spanning trees among all graphs of the same size ( n ,  m ) subject to
 n ( n  2  1) / 2  2  n  <  m  <  n ( n  2  1) / 2 .
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